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What is Tarmac Sportz?
Tarmac Sportz is a series of fun and competitive motorsport speed events that suit a wide range of
experience levels and vehicles. Whether you are someone who wants a low-risk environment to have
a spirited drive in your car or are looking to become a regular motorsport competitor, Tarmac Sportz
events provides plenty of excitement, challenge and enjoyment!

Disciplines

CIRCUIT SPRINTS

time challenge

point 2 point

Hill climb

Set your fastest lap time
around the circuit. It’s
not a race, so you can
test your speed without
the pressure of door to
door racing.

Regularity. Nominate the
time you think you can
do. Points are deducted
for being over or under
the nominated time.

Test yourself against a
course that is a
combination of different
elements of the venue.
**

This event is held on
Jack’s Hill Climb track.
The undulations create
an extra challenge.
**

Categories

How do I enter?

** There is a choice of two categories to enter for Point 2 Point and Hillclimb

SPRINT
Fastest accrued time is
crowned the winner for
the Point2Point, and the
fastest overall is
crowned the winner of
the Hill Climb.

time challenge
Regularity style where
your first timed run sets
the benchmark which you
may use for your
nominated time.

Access the supplementary regulations and
event timetable off the WASCC website.
These explain how the day will run, what
regulations you need to comply with, and
how the results are calculated. You can
then enter via the Motorsport Australia
portal (which you will be given access to
through registering for a MSA licence).

www.motorsport.org.au

Requirements

You
Motorsport Australia
(MSA) Licence
Current member of
MSA Affiliated Car Club
Helmet
Enclosed Footwear
Fire-resistant clothing
the covers from wrist,
neck, to ankle
Apparel to comply with
MA Manual Schedule D
Push for LINK

Championship

vehicle
Blue triangle marking
the location of the
battery
Fire extinguisher
properly mounted
Brakes and tyres in
good condition
Vehicle mechanically
sound
Tow points marked
with a red sticker is
recommended.

Please consult the Tarmac Sportz
Standing Regulations document on
the WASCC website for the full list of
requirements, regulations and awards.

WASCC members are
eligible to accrue points
towards the Tarmac
Sportz Championship.
A table of points
allocation and the
awards that are
available can be found
in the Tarmac Sportz
Series Standing
Regulations.

Do I need to be a
WASCC Member?
No. But there is
discounted entry fees
for WASCC members!

useful links
WASCC Tarmac Sportz Series
Motorsport Australia
WASCC Membership
WASCC Facebook

admin@wascc.asn.au
08 9306 8022

